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Abstract

China has manipulated it’s currency relative to the U.S. Dollar, stolen countless
intellectual properties from private American companies, and hacked over 22 million
confidential records from the federal government’s O�ce of Personnel Management.
Yet, China and the United States are not at war. Yes, they are military and techno-
logical rivals, battling for global hegemony, but much keeps them from engaging in a
militarized interstate dispute (MID). Without much hesitation, much of the literature
in international relations argues this is due to mutually assured destruction (MAD) and
economic interdependence. I launch a survey experiment to test the moderating e↵ect
of religious theology on fear of a physical threat, which in turn a↵ects the likelihood of
a MID. China may be a strategic threat to the United States, but unlike many Muslim
countries in the Middle East, Americans are not afraid of China because it will not
declare jihad against us, or duplicate terrorist attacks like 9/11. In essence, it is not
The West vs. radical Islam. No matter how strong economic interdependence might
be, and no matter how pertinent MAD may be, I predict an additional causal factor
preventing war between the United States and China is lack of a religious component
to the animosity. MAD and economic interdependence do indeed account for reasons
the United States and China do not engage in war, but scholars have yet to univer-
sally quantify to what extent this is the case. Perhaps religious theology should be
added to the list alongside MAD and economic interdependence as causal mechanisms
preventing war between the United States and China.

⇤An earlier version of this article was presented at the Annual Meeting of the Southern Political Science
Association, New Orleans, Louisiana, January 12-14, 2017.

†The Ohio State University, 2001 Derby Hall, 154 N Oval Mall, Columbus, Ohio 43210; podob.1@osu.edu
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1 Opening

In 2014, two large-scale breaches of federal databases at the O�ce of Personnel Management

resulted in over 22 million records being stolen — addresses, mental health and criminal

records, and even applications for security clearances. And not just the confidential infor-

mation of federal employees was compromised — their families and friends too. According

to FBI Director James Comey, “it’s a treasure trove of information about everybody who

has worked for, tried to work for, or works for the United States government” (Nakashima,

2015). Who was responsible for this unprecedented hack? Almost unanimously, o�cials fa-

miliar with the hack trace its origins to the Chinese government. Seeking to quell potential

tensions and avoid public confrontation, the Obama Administration refused to assess blame

in the matter, much to the outrage of many in Congress. China and the United States are

military and technological rivals, battling for global hegemony, but much keeps them from

engaging in a militarized interstate dispute (MID). Without much hesitation, much of the

literature in international relations argues this is due to mutually assured destruction (MAD)

and economic interdependence1.

In this paper, I will present an addition to this argument, religious theology. In order

to prove this, I will first engage in a literature review of existing literature concerning the

topics of arms races and war, nuclear weapons, economic interdependence, culture, and

public opinion. Then I will formulate my hypothesis. I will then produce a research design

for a survey experiment I executed to test my hypothesis. It is important to note that

this survey experiment is designed from the perspective of the United States. In order

to isolate the e↵ect of religion and ideology on war between two states, it is necessary to

compare or contrast one religious theology relative to another. In this survey experiment

specifically, the United States is the global hegemon and it’s religious theology serves as

the base religious theology — all other religious theologies of other states will be considered

1Other minor factors include distance and a familiar culture, as Americans are particularly fond of Chinese
food.
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relative to the United States. I define religious theology as the combination of religion

and ideology, mixing religious identity with theological and spiritual underpinnings. While

Christianity is a religion, Christian fundamentalism would be classified as a religious theology

using my definition.

Finally, I will look at how cues influence public opinion, which can influence the policy

positions of those persons running for or holding elected o�ce. War does not occur in an

elite vacuum. It is important to examine what drives American public opinion on the use

of military force. Public opinion often drives the issue positions of presidential candidates,

and the agendas of elected o�cials. Why do candidates running for president take the

stances they do on China, and on foreign policy with other nations more generally? How do

candidates select issue positions? Looking at how particular cues (like religious theology)

influence public opinion, which can influence the policy positions of those persons running

for or holding elected o�ce, examines these sorts of questions empirically and more closely.

This in turn can a↵ect America’s use of force and diplomacy with China, and with many

other states. This research is at the junction of American politics and international relations.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Foreign Policy

There are many reasons states do not go to war. Here I will consider the most prominent. The

arms races and war literature often assumes capability is the causal mechanism for war. As

one state increases its capabilities, its rival state(s) follows suit. Studying previous disputes,

Wallace (1982) finds: “the existence of an arms race between the two powers prior to the

dispute was very strongly associated with its subsequent escalation to full-scale hostilities.”

Critiquing Wallace’s methods, but even after recoding and retesting Wallace’s hypothesis,

Sample (1997) confirms his results2. But strong association — i.e. correlation — does not

2Also consider Diehl (1983) where he reconsiders, and mostly rejects, Wallace (1982).
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imply causation. What if fear is the causal mechanism? Fear of another state’s citizens may

encourage an arms race3, which may be associated with a subsequent war.

The possession of nuclear weapons by almost any state is seen as a deterrent to force

from another state. Nuclear weapons may be an extended deterrent, though not universally.

The possession of nuclear weapons alone does not guarantee their e↵ective deterrent e↵ect:

The contribution of nuclear weapons to extended deterrence has not mitigated the

importance of the conventional balance of military forces in explaining deterrent

success and failure. The extended deterrent value of nuclear weapons is greatest

in cases where the conventional balance of forces ranged from a clear advantage

for the potential attacker to approximate equality between attacker and defender.

When the defender enjoyed superiority in conventional forces, however, nuclear

weapons had little deterrent value (Huth, 1990).

When both states have nuclear weapons though, the odds of war do indeed decrease, sig-

nificantly, according to Rauchhaus (2009). When the possession of nuclear weapons between

two states is asymmetric, the likelihood of a MID increases. Consider a state that possesses

nuclear weapons and attacks a non-nuclear state. There is little threat of a MAD scenario,

at least from the attacked state directly4.

While nuclear weapons may promote stability, and may be a deterrent in a preponderance

of instances, nuclear weapons states still engage aggressively with other nuclear weapons

states. Nuclear and non-nuclear states escalate situations di↵erently though (Geller, 1990).

States must be more cautious when they engage nuclear weapons states, so as to avoid a

MAD-like scenario. For this reason, nuclear weapons “allow for more risk-taking in lower

intensity disputes” (Rauchhaus, 2009). This may explain why China is comfortable hacking

OPM, or manipulating its currency relative to the U.S. Dollar, or stealing intellectual secrets

3Consider the Cold War, in which many Americans feared communism and the Soviet Union.
4A nuclear-armed ally of the non-nuclear state could change the attacking state’s calculations. Consider

NATO, where nuclear-armed members are aligned with non-nuclear-armed members.
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from American companies. As these types of “attacks” are not military in nature, China is

able to avoid drastic escalation in its engagement with the United States.

Concerning economic interdependence, the logical assumption is that states will not im-

pede their own economic self-interests; that is, states act rationally, and MID onset will be

avoided when states see negative externalities in their trade capabilities resulting from a

MID. The second assumption baked into the first is that MID onset will negatively a↵ect

trade between the firms within two fighting states. But this may be contingent upon the

duration and severity of a conflict (Li and Sacko, 2002). Barbieri and Levy (1999) find there

is not trade disruption from war. Boehmer et al. (2004) find similar results, that the e↵ect

of trade dependence on conflict is minimal. And while many studies focus on the e↵ect

from war on trade, Barbieri (1996) focuses on the e↵ect from trade on war, finding economic

interdependence does not inhibit a MID; rather, in its most extreme forms it increases the

likelihood of a MID. Keshk et al. (2004) concur, concluding trade does not always bring

peace. Alternatively, trade may produce peace between states, but only under certain con-

ditions, as Hegre et al. (2010) find trade and conflict are influenced by nations’ size and the

geographic distance between them. Regarding symmetric and asymmetric trade, Oneal and

Russett (1999) find no evidence asymmetric trade increases conflict. Though, comparing

multiple previous studies, Gartzke and Li (2003) attribute di↵erences in results to “variable

construction, even without data inconsistencies.”

Conceptually, much of the research measures trade between countries, though much of

it is through firms. This may be an important distinction, as two states may be at war,

but the firms within those states, still looking to earn a profit from trade with firms in

other states, may set aside the ongoing war and only see “business as usual.” Additionally,

democratically-elected leaders may be more averse to initiating conflict with trading partners,

as trade disruptions may inhibit economic growth, which weakens the domestic standing of

those leaders (Gelpi and Grieco, 2008). This might help explain why President Obama

refused to name China as the culprit in the OPM hack. If he did, he would be forced to
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react in an equally drastic or more drastic way, potentially endangering trade with China,

which could weaken the economy and his poll numbers along with it.

A final literature to consider is Samuel P. Huntington’s “clash of civilizations,” a group

of Foreign Policy articles, and later a book, with a litany of reactions5. Huntington (1993a)

maintains in his original article that “the fundamental source of conflict in this new [Post-

Cold War] world will not be primarily ideological or primarily economic. The great divisions

among humankind and the dominating source of conflict will be cultural.” Religion, accord-

ing to Huntington (1993a,b, 1996), is the bread and butter defining a particular civilization

(Henderson, 2004). Being the case, this may help explain why Americans, the majority of

whom are Christians, are fearful of Islam and Arabs in particular — both share di↵erent

cultures, religions, and ideologies. But what exactly is the di↵erence between culture, re-

ligion, and ideology? One could argue they are synonyms, merely interchangeable. This

paper considers religious theology, a combination of religion and religious beliefs. Would

Huntington consider that characterization an ideology, a religion, or a culture?

Much analysis has been done on Huntington’s claims. Some studies show the opposite

of Huntington’s hypothesis to be true, that states within the same civilization — as defined

by Huntington — are more likely to engage in a MID than states between two di↵erent

civilizations (Henderson, 2005; Henderson and Tucker, 2001; Chiozza, 2002; Russett et al.,

2000). But in a separate study, Henderson (1997) shows cultural and religious di↵erences are

positively associated with war. Maybe Huntington’s thesis about the unstoppable inertia of

conflict brought about by religious di↵erences was true, but his conceptualization of eight

di↵erent civilizations — in the absence of countries or national identities — was not so

true. If religious di↵erences enhance cultural di↵erences, the literature’s suggestions of a

relationship between religious di↵erences and conflict may not be totally unfounded.

5Former German President Roman Herzog (1999) even wrote a book considering ways to prevent Hunt-
ington’s “clash of civilizations” from occurring.
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2.2 Public Opinion

The United States has been militarily and diplomatically engaged in the Middle East for

more than a decade, ranging from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, to the Arab Spring in

Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, and elsewhere, to the Syrian Civil War, and finally, a nuclear deal

between Iran and the P5+1. This does not even take into account the Israeli-Palestinian

conflict, which the United States has been trying to broker a workable solution to for more

decades than many can remember. More recently though, the Islamic State of Iraq and

Syria, usually referred to by the acronyms ISIS or ISIL, has consumed the public’s attention,

as its territorial conquests in Iraq and Syria ba✏ed, and its tentacles of terrorism have

manifested into ISIS-sponsored or ISIS-inspired terrorist attacks anywhere from Germany

to Turkey to France, to even The Ohio State University’s campus. Dues to these ongoing

and overlapping engagements, the world order more generally, and the United States and

its western allies more specifically, have been confronted with a seemingly-endless parade of

life-and-death foreign policy choices. How to engage these actors on the world stage has been

a major sticking point in both foreign and domestic politics, here in the United States and

elsewhere. While many di↵erent factors influence these choices, including elite preferences,

interest group lobbying, and media framing, public opinion is a key one (Rosenau, 1961)6.

Because the Middle East (save for Israel) bases it’s political and cultural societies on

Islamic tradition, and because the “West” bases it’s political and cultural societies on Judeo-

Christian values, there is reason to believe that this fundamental di↵erence influences the

formation of public opinion on both sides. Recent studies have examined the relationship

between cultural and religious di↵erences and public opinion formation. Johns and Davies

(2012) show how British and American public opinion is influenced by the “dominant reli-

gious tradition” of the target state, as Christians in the United States and both Christians

and nonbelievers in Britain were more likely to support war with Muslim countries than with

6See Huddy et al. (2005) for a detailed discussion of how fear of a physical threat from terrorism leads
to anxiety, and how this anxiety a↵ects the overestimation of risk, leading to higher support for military
engagement among some members of the public.
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Christian countries. Lacina and Lee (2013) more generally find that support for military in-

tervention is much higher against Muslim (or Islamic) countries than it is against Christian

(or Westernized) countries. Drawing from these two previous studies, Isani and Silverman

(2016) dive deeper into the foreign policy opinion formation itself, finding that Islam has a

direct a↵ect on American public opinion. While Mujtaba Isani and Daniel Silverman argue,

like I will, that “di↵erent types of Islamic cues generate a sense of anxiety and threat among

Western populations” (p.573), these studies collectively do not balance MAD and economic

interdependence with religious theology. My study bridges this gap by doing so, measuring

its causal a↵ect on public opinion7. Applying my study helps further navigate what drives

public opinion, as public opinion often drives the issue positions of presidential candidates,

agendas of elected o�cials, and the foreign policy apparatus.

3 Hypothesis

It is a commonly and widely accepted principle that the United States and China do not

go to war because of economic interdependence and mutually assured destruction (MAD).

Strong trade ties exist between both states8 and both possess a plethora of nuclear weapons.

Though, that is not to say there is no hostility between the two states. Consider the heated

rhetoric from 2012 Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney9 or President Donald

Trump10. Both deliver tough talk on China. But the United States and China have not

gone to war11.

Given this hostility, are there other factors at play to prevent war, even when war seems

7Another argument to be made is that because the democratic peace is mostly about shared culture,
there is a need to compare culture (e.g., religion) versus material (e.g., trade and nuclear weapons) factors
in a modern day context.

8Checking the “Made in” sticker on most articles of clothing will confirm this.
9Refer to Mitt Romney’s attempts to label China a currency manipulator: http://www.nytimes.com/

2012/10/23/us/politics/romney-pledge-to-call-china-a-currency-manipulator-poses-risks-experts-say.

html?_r=0

10Consider this humorous compilation of Donald Trump referring to China during his campaign for the
presidency: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDrfE9I8_hs

11Or have the US and China actually gone to war, but in an unconventional way? Ex. A cyber war and/or
a trade war. But how could this be studied empirically? And is this actually war?
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likely on paper? For instance, an arms race dynamic exists between the United States and

China, China manipulates its currency relative to the U.S. Dollar, is guilty of intellectual

property theft from private American companies to the tune of billions of dollars, and has

even hacked the federal government of the United States — but the United States and China

have not gone to war. Some brush this o↵ casually, saying “China would be out of business

without the US!” The United States is a huge importer of Chinese products, as Americans

seemingly love the cheap goods China produces, and they rely on exports to America. The

United States and China might be adversaries militarily and technologically, especially as

China props up a North Korean regime hostile to the United States, and the United States

allies itself with South Korea and Japan, but China and the United States are economically

intertwined.

Considering the literature review above, on the one hand we have the arms race literature.

On the other, the economic interdependence and MAD literatures. But are we missing

something? Do these literatures each individually explain the dynamic between the United

States and China? Each literature contributes constructively to the overall discussion, but

perhaps even together they cannot fully explain the dynamic between the United States and

China. This is not to say each of these literatures is worthless or wrong; rather, incomplete.

Using a pie analogy to explain why the United States and China do not go to war, economic

interdependence may account for one-third of the pie, and MAD may account for another

one-third of the pie, but a final one-third of the pie remains unclaimed. Most other scholars

attribute one-half of the pie each to economic interdependence and MAD, respectively, as

the causal mechanisms preventing war. I challenge that assumption, arguing religion and

ideology — combined into religious theology — is an additional factor. There may be many

valid reasons for the United States and China to go to war, regardless of how one defines the

word valid, but the American public does not want war because there exists little religious

animosity between the United States and China.

I hypothesize that one state’s fear from another state can influence the likelihood of
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war between states12. In the figure below, the religious theology of another state acts as a

moderator variable. The strength of that moderator — in this case the religious theology

of another state — a↵ects the strength of the relationship between fear of a physical threat

from another state and the likelihood of war between states13. The more radical, or the

more extreme, a religious theology is relative to the Judeo-Christian religious theology of

the United States, the more likely it is a militarized interstate dispute (MID) will occur.

In the relationship outlined in Figure 1, China may be a strategic threat to the United

States, but Americans are not afraid of China, as China is unlikely to declare jihad against

American citizens or duplicate large-scale terrorist attacks like 9/11. In Iran for instance,

or the Arab states surrounding it, all of which are Muslim states, the presence of radical

Islamic terrorist groups and those who preach jihad against the United States instills fear in

Americans, which increases the likelihood of a MID.

Figure 1: The Moderating E↵ect of Religious Theology

12I used the term fear broadly, as it could encompass fear, anger, anxiety, mistrust, prejudice, and other
negative emotions.

13Huddy et al. (2005) establish a direct connection between fear of a perceived physical threat (in the
future) and support for anti-terrorism policies, like military action and measures against Arabs living in the
United States and more generally.
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4 Research Design

To test the e↵ect of religious theology and how it moderates between fear of a physical threat

and likelihood of war between two states, as shown in Figure 1 above, the following survey

experiment was designed. As displayed in Figure 2 below, the experiment involves eight

treatment groups and one control group. Having eight treatment groups helps isolate the

variables and causation more clearly, allowing for potential interaction e↵ects between the

religion, trade, and nuclear weapons cues. I fielded a standard panel size of 1000 workers in

October 2016 using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. Using MTurk is more cost and time

e↵ective than a field study, and it avoids the “college sophomore” problem inherent in lab

studies executed at colleges and universities using convenience samples, which is a threat to

external validity. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight treatment groups

or the control group. Random assignment alleviates some threats to validity. My primary

dependent variable is likelihood of war between states14 and my experimental treatments vary

in which policy vignettes will be highlighted, either with or without the moderator variable of

religious theology, which I hypothesize in this paper, and with or without the other variables

nuclear weapons and economic interdependence, which other scholars suggest. As the figure

shows, the treatment groups are set up so as to gauge the presence of a religious theology

cue and how it a↵ects the size of the nuclear weapons and economic interdependence cues.

This is a 2x2x2 design.

Randomly assigned participants are told the experiment regards intervention in a poten-

tial conflict. Each participant is presented with a policy vignette based upon which treatment

group they were randomly assigned to15, asked to read it, and then give their opinion to as-

sess whether or not the United States should intervene to mitigate or prevent the conflict.

The research design does not consist of a pre-test, as participants may be inclined to re-

14As I describe later, I operationalized my dependent variables two ways. First, as feeling thermometers
gauging respondents’ opinions of the states involved in the experiment; and second, as ordinal variables
gauging respondents’ comfort with intervention by the United States to prevent or disarm a potential conflict.

15Refer to the Appendix for the policy vignettes.
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Figure 2: Treatment and Control Groups Design

main consistent with their answers from a pre- to post-test, especially when such little time

separates them. Instead, to gauge the base e↵ect, I have introduced a control group16.

The two aggressors in this experiment are China and Iran. China was chosen because the

experiment concerns the United States’ relationship with China. Iran was chosen for it’s polar

oppositeness to China, both religiously and theologically17. For each aggressor there are four

treatment groups; all four of which highlight religion and theology, two of which highlight

possession of nuclear weapons, and two of which highlight economic interdependence. All

four treatment groups for China’s aggression are told the aggression is towards Taiwan. All

four treatment groups for Iran’s aggression are told the aggression is towards a neighboring

pro-Western ally of the United States18. The final group is the control group. The control

16For clarity, I will refer to my experiment as having either eight treatment groups and a control group,
or nine treatment groups, both signifying the same thing.

17Many di↵erences exist between China and Iran besides religious theology, like relative power, their
foreign policy behaviors, their political rhetoric, and their histories with the United States. Because of this
one might wonder how we would know that any observed di↵erence in this experiment is due to di↵erences in
religious theology. While this possibility cannot be addressed fully, I do address it to the best of my ability
by including a control group, and including multiple treatment groups for both Iran and China.

18I avoided naming the state to prevent prior bias against that state from influencing and/or biasing the
results of my experiment.
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group is not told which state is the aggressor or which state the aggression is directed towards;

only that one state is acting aggressively towards another.

Following the vignette, participants were asked to complete a survey questionnaire. The

questionnaire19 asks participants a standard cocktail of basic demographic questions followed

by questions about their opinions of the aggressor state, the state the aggression is being

directed towards, and whether the United States should intervene militarily or diplomati-

cally. Also included are control questions for monotheism, religiosity, nationalism, and racial

resentment, and a manipulation check question to ensure subjects received the treatment.

While the demographic, control, and manipulation check questions were worded exactly the

same for all nine groups, the remaining questions for all but the control group name either of

the two aggressor states — paired with the aggressed state — and either of the highlighted

vignettes.

Age was inputted as a nine-range interval variable with higher intervals indicating older

respondents. Gender was inputted and coded as a categorical variable, 1 for male, 2 for

female. Race was coded as an categorical variable with seven standard option choices. Level

of education was coded as an ordinal variable with seven standard option choices, with

higher numbers indicating a higher level of education. Partisan preference was coded as a

seven-level ordinal variable from liberal Democrat to conservative Republican, with higher

numbers being more Republican and more conservative20. Religion was asked indirectly by

asking participants if they adhere to a monotheistic religion or not. Religion was then coded

as a dummy variable, 0 for adherents of a non-monotheistic religion and 1 for adherents

of a monotheistic religion. Religiosity was asked in terms of how frequently respondents

attend religious services and was coded as an ordinal variable with five-levels, with lower

19Refer to the Appendix for the questionnaire.
20To measure respondent partisanship and ideology, I considered the benefits and drawbacks of breaking

party ID and ideology into separate items, though I decided that including all combinations of these in a single
question proved the best method. There is an ongoing debate within political science about how much party
ID and ideology are one in the same (i.e. people assume all liberals are Democrats and all conservatives are
Republicans). The partisanship question as administered here mostly accepts this assumption. This allows
for variation within and between parties in terms of ideology. A Libertarian option was not included.
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levels indicated a higher level of religiosity. Nationalism was asked indirectly by asking

participants to drag a slider towards either of two statements that most reflects their beliefs,

where one is “America is the greatest country in the world” and the other is “America is one

great country among others.” The former, the nationalistic response, was coded as 1, and

the latter was coded as 0. The ANES racial resentment scale is included as well21. The final

question before the treatment-related questions is a manipulation check question to ensure

respondents “took” the treatment. As is standard practice, the respondents who failed to

correctly answer the manipulation check question were dropped from any data analyses22.

The majority of remaining questions were answered using 100-point feeling thermometers.

This allows for nuanced di↵erences between participants’ opinions. If, for instance, an ordinal

scale from 1-7 was used instead, with 1 signifying a low opinion of a state or low interest

in U.S. intervention in the conflict, and 7 high, there is little room for di↵erences between

participants in the same treatment group, or between treatment groups. Two participants

might choose a 6, but for di↵erent reasons — some people are averse to taking absolutist

positions, and therefore may be inclined never to choose 1 or 7.

The final questions, whether the participant believes the aggressor state is being aggres-

sive, if the state the aggression is directed towards deserves the aggression directed towards

it, and whether the United States should or should not intervene militarily or mediate diplo-

matically, are given as ordinal variables ranging from very comfortable to very uncomfortable

with higher numbers indicating more discomfort.

21The racial resentment scale asks respondents a series of four statements and asks them to access their
level of agreement or disagreement with each. There are five potential responses for each question, numbered
1-5. The variable is then constructed for each respondent by adding the resulting numbers for each ordinal
question. The scale ranges from 4-20, with higher numbers indicating the respondent holds a higher level of
racial resentment.

2210 respondents were dropped for failing the manipulation check question.
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5 Survey Data

The sample was more so than not representative of the population of the United States,

and most certainly more representative than a subject pool composed entirely of college

students. Respondents were divided almost equally among the nine treatment and control

groups. The summary statistics for all respondents (N=994) are shown in the top section of

Table 1, the first nine rows. The median age range is 25-34, with a mean of 3.6 indicating

the average respondent is between the 25-34 and 35-44 years old ranges, but slightly closer

to the latter. The gender split is almost equal, with 50.6% male and 49.4% female. In terms

of race, 761 respondents (76%) were white, 77 were African American, 86 were Asian, and

44 were Hispanic23. For education, the median and mode respondent held a 4-year degree,

and more were college educated than not, but there was a healthy spattering of some in

all of the 7 categories. The median and mode partisan preference was Independent, with

more Democrats and liberals than Republicans and conservatives, but still a fair number of

both the former. 41% of respondents were adherents of a monotheistic religion and about

half never attend religious services while the median goes occasionally. For the nationalism

variable, about a quarter were nationalistic while the other three-quarters were not. And

finally, for the racial resentment variable, the respondents scaled from 6-18, with the mean,

median, and mode being about a 12 (bear in mind the highest possible number is a 20).

6 Analyses

I engaged in numerous analyses in an attempt to dissect the collected survey data in a robust

manner. I will begin by looking at di↵erences in means between the feeling thermometer

dependent variables, then two sets of bivariate ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions, the

first with feeling thermometers for the aggressor and aggressed states as dependent variables,

and the second with the intervention and mediation comfort levels as dependent variables.

239 respondents identified as Native American, 2 as Pacific Islander, and 15 as “Other.”
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Table 1: Descriptive and Summary Statistics

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75) Max

Age 994 3.612 1.168 2 3 3 4 9
Gender 994 1.494 0.500 1 1 1 2 2
Race 994 1.562 1.207 1 1 1 1 7
Education 994 4.279 1.269 1 3 5 5 7
Partisanship 994 3.395 1.868 1 2 4 4 7
Monotheism 994 0.410 0.492 0 0 0 1 1
Religiosity 994 4.074 1.135 1 4 4 5 5
Nationalism 994 0.227 0.419 0 0 0 0 1
Racial Resentment 994 11.480 1.749 6 10 12 12 18
Question14a 110 31.800 19.279 0 13.5 31 50 79
Question15a 110 3.882 0.993 1 3 4 5 5
Question16a 110 57.745 16.087 8 50 51.5 63 100
Question17a 110 1.900 0.301 1 2 2 2 2
Question14b 443 39.102 18.305 0 29 40 50 100
Question15b 443 3.930 0.940 1 4 4 5 5
Question16b 443 59.731 17.539 0 50 60 71 100
Question17b 443 1.921 0.270 1 2 2 2 2
Question14c 441 28.844 21.105 0 10 28 44 100
Question15c 441 4.143 0.884 1 4 4 5 5
Question16c 441 59.438 20.162 0 50 57 73 100
Question17c 441 1.878 0.328 1 2 2 2 2
ComfortMiliInt (Q18) 994 3.522 1.067 1 3 4 4 5
ComfortDipMed (Q19) 994 2.044 1.032 1 1 2 2 5
PrezMiliInt (Q20) 994 3.656 1.113 1 3 4 5 5
PrezDipMed (Q21) 994 2.185 1.079 1 1 2 3 5

Note: Drawn from survey questionnaire.
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Finally, I will conduct multivariate OLS regressions similar to the last type of bivariate OLS

regressions with the intervention and mediation comfort levels as dependent variables, but

with almost a dozen control variables included.

6.1 Di↵erences in Means

I will begin by looking at di↵erences in means between the feeling thermometer dependent

variables. I will break these down in two main ways. The first set of di↵erences in means

compares summaries of feeling thermometers by country pair, across treatment groups. For

instance, treatments 5-8 were all exposed to the China/Taiwan country pair. These means

are shown in rows 10-21 of Table 1. Across the three types of country pairs, question 14

is the feeling thermometer for the aggressor state while question 16 is for the aggressed

state. As there are three versions of questions 14 and 16, A is the control condition, B are

the China/Taiwan conditions, and C are the Iran/neighboring pro-Western ally conditions.

Note that higher numbers indicate higher/better feelings of the country — i.e. respondents

like a country the more highly they rate it out of 100. As can be seen, for the State A/State

B generic country pair in the control group, the mean feeling thermometer for State A is

31.80 while the mean feeling thermometer for State B is 57.75. Clearly, and as expected,

respondents reacted much more warmly to the state being attacked (State B) rather than

the state doing the attacking (State A). For the two aggressor states China and Iran, China’s

mean feeling thermometer is almost 8 points higher than State A’s, at 39.10. Iran’s mean

feeling thermometer is almost 3 points lower than State A’s, at 28.84, a di↵erence of more

than 10 points. This suggests two things. First, the respondents who participated in any Iran

treatment condition rated it lower, on average, then respondents in the control condition.

Second, it suggests that perhaps when people are not told the name of a real country, they

imagine a country like Iran (as opposed to China).

The second set of di↵erences in means compares summaries of feeling thermometers

by treatment group. Recall from Figure 2, treatments 1 and 5 were exposed to vignettes
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mentioning nuclear weapons and trade, treatments 2 and 6 nuclear weapons and not trade,

treatments 3 and 7 trade and not nuclear weapons, and treatments 4 and 8 neither nuclear

weapons nor trade. Treatment 9, the control condition, was exposed to a vignette mentioning

neither nuclear weapons nor trade as well. These feeling thermometers are located in Table

2. For the aggressor countries Iran and China, in the nuclear weapons and trade treatments,

China was rated about 10.5 points warmer than Iran, 42.47 versus 31.92. In the nuclear

weapons and not trade treatments, China was rated about 14.5 points warmer than Iran,

38.04 versus 23.49. This treatment — Treatment 2 — was the lowest feeling thermometer

Iran received out of all four Iran treatment groups; and it was more than 8 point below the

control group mean. While the most noticeable di↵erences between respondents’ feelings

towards Iran and China are present in the treatments with nuclear weapons only, di↵erences

still exist in the two other treatment types too. In the trade and not nuclear weapons

treatments, China was rated about 8 points warmer than Iran, 39.21 versus 31.24. In the

final treatment type, neither nuclear weapons nor trade, China was rated almost 8 points

warmer than Iran, 36.53 versus 28.75. Iran was rated cooler than China in all treatment

types, and cooler than the generic control group in three of the four Iran treatment groups

— and the fourth treatment feeling thermometer was only warmer than the control group by

a mere 0.12 points out of 100. China, on the other hand, was rated warmer than the generic

control group in all four treatment groups, regardless of cue. Feelings towards the aggressed

countries Taiwan, State B, and the neighboring pro-Western ally were nearly the same,

regardless of treatment type or aggressed country, hovering around 57-60. This suggests

that respondents di↵ered in their feelings towards the aggressor states — Iran in particular

— rather than the aggressed states. Such cool feelings towards Iran, and warmer feelings

towards China, is a necessary condition for my hypothesis to be correct, that public opinion

is influenced by the religious theology of another state, which induces fear for that state,

which can influence the likelihood of war between states. Below I will further examine this

relationship by constructing OLS regressions.
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Table 2: Feeling Thermometers by Treatment Group

Aggressor Treatment Number Mean Type of Treatment
Iran Treatment 1 31.92 Nukes AND trade
Iran Treatment 2 23.49 ONLY nukes, not trade
Iran Treatment 3 31.24 ONLY trade, not nukes
Iran Treatment 4 28.75 NO nukes, NO trade
China Treatment 5 42.48 Nukes AND trade
China Treatment 6 38.04 ONLY nukes, not trade
China Treatment 7 39.21 ONLY trade, not nukes
China Treatment 8 36.53 NO nukes, NO trade
State A Treatment 9 31.8 NO nukes, NO trade
Aggressed Treatment Number Mean Type of Treatment
NPWA Treatment 1 60.07 Nukes AND trade
NPWA Treatment 2 59.20 ONLY nukes, not trade
NPWA Treatment 3 58.87 ONLY trade, not nukes
NPWA Treatment 4 59.61 NO nukes, NO trade
Taiwan Treatment 5 57.35 Nukes AND trade
Taiwan Treatment 6 59.51 ONLY nukes, not trade
Taiwan Treatment 7 60.82 ONLY trade, not nukes
Taiwan Treatment 8 61.35 NO nukes, NO trade
State B Treatment 9 57.75 NO nukes, NO trade
Note: NPWA stands for neighboring pro-Western ally.

6.2 Bivariate Regressions — Feeling Thermometers

As I examined simple means above, comparing them by both country pair and treatment

group, I will now construct regressions using these feeling thermometers for the aggressor

and aggressed states as dependent variables. Table 3 shows the relationship between feel-

ing thermometers for the aggressor state Iran and aggressed state neighboring pro-Western

ally, broken down by treatment group. Table 4 shows the same, but for the aggressor state

China and the aggressed state Taiwan. The control group is not shown because no di↵er-

ences in cues exist between respondents in the control group; whereas in the Iran and China

treatment groups, each has four levels to compare, respectively. The tables show compar-

isons between the treatment groups exposed to di↵erent cues across the same state pair,

and comparisons between the treatment groups exposed to the same cues across di↵erent
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state pairs. For instance, treatments 1 through 4 were all exposed to di↵erent cues across

the Iran/neighboring pro-Western ally state pair; treatments 2 and 6 were both exposed

to the same nuclear weapons and no economic interdependence cues across di↵erent state

pairs, the former in the Iran/neighboring pro-Western ally state pair and the latter in the

China/Taiwan state pair.

Dissecting the tables reveals that respondents in treatment groups 1 and 2 held very dif-

ferent views of Iran, with the former holding positive views of both Iran and the neighboring

pro-Western ally, albeit stronger for the first, and the latter holding very negative views

of Iran and no such views for the neighboring pro-Western ally. Respondents in treatment

group 5 held very positive views of China and very negative views of Taiwan. Treatments 1

and 5 were exposed to the same nuclear weapons and economic interdependence cue, show-

ing exposure to this particular cue resulted in respondents having unusually high opinions

of the aggressors. Exposure to treatment 8, which fails to mention the nuclear weapons and

economic interdependence cues, translates into a very negative view of China and a positive

view of Taiwan. This treatment could be interpreted as the most “pure” of treatments 5

though 8, as respondents were only given the religious theology cue (or lack of religious

theology cue in the case of China). Exposure to treatment 4, the “pure” treatment for the

Iran treatments shows similar, though statistically insignificant, results.

Being that the results of these feeling thermometer regressions are confusing at best, and

contradictory with both each other and the di↵erences in means compared above at worst,

further analyses should be undertaken24.

6.3 Bivariate Regressions — Intervention and Mediation DVs

I constructed bivariate OLS regressions with treatment group as the predictor variable and

the intervention and mediation ordinal variables as outcome variables. The control group

is the base level here, as it serves in lieu of a pre-test because of the research design. As

24Table 7 in the Appendix re-conducts the analyses in Tables 3 and 4, but with treatment groups 1 and 5
as the base levels.
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Table 3: Feeling thermometers for non-control treatment groups
Dependent variable:

Iran NPWA Iran NPWA Iran NPWA Iran NPWA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Treatment1 4.096⇤ 0.846
(2.317) (2.221)

Treatment2 �7.159⇤⇤⇤ �0.320
(2.293) (2.215)

Treatment3 3.207 �0.753
(2.313) (2.214)

Treatment4 �0.121 0.235
(2.333) (2.228)

Constant 27.822⇤⇤⇤ 59.227⇤⇤⇤ 30.645⇤⇤⇤ 59.518⇤⇤⇤ 28.036⇤⇤⇤ 59.627⇤⇤⇤ 28.873⇤⇤⇤ 59.380⇤⇤⇤

(1.157) (1.109) (1.150) (1.111) (1.161) (1.111) (1.160) (1.108)

Observations 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 441

R2 0.007 0.0003 0.022 0.00005 0.004 0.0003 0.00001 0.00003

Adjusted R2 0.005 �0.002 0.019 �0.002 0.002 �0.002 �0.002 �0.002
Residual Std. Error (df = 439) 21.055 20.182 20.899 20.185 21.083 20.182 21.129 20.185
F Statistic (df = 1; 439) 3.125⇤ 0.145 9.747⇤⇤⇤ 0.021 1.922 0.116 0.003 0.011

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01

Table 4: Feeling thermometers for non-control treatment groups continued
Dependent variable:

China Taiwan China Taiwan China Taiwan China Taiwan

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Treatment5 4.532⇤⇤ �3.191⇤

(1.986) (1.908)

Treatment6 �1.415 �0.298
(2.002) (1.919)

Treatment7 0.141 1.452
(2.009) (1.924)

Treatment8 �3.387⇤ 2.129
(2.028) (1.947)

Constant 37.945⇤⇤⇤ 60.545⇤⇤⇤ 39.459⇤⇤⇤ 59.807⇤⇤⇤ 39.066⇤⇤⇤ 59.367⇤⇤⇤ 39.920⇤⇤⇤ 59.217⇤⇤⇤

(1.003) (0.964) (1.007) (0.965) (1.006) (0.963) (0.997) (0.957)

Observations 443 443 443 443 443 443 443 443

R2 0.012 0.006 0.001 0.0001 0.00001 0.001 0.006 0.003

Adjusted R2 0.009 0.004 �0.001 �0.002 �0.002 �0.001 0.004 0.0004
Residual Std. Error (df = 441) 18.219 17.504 18.316 17.559 18.326 17.548 18.268 17.536
F Statistic (df = 1; 441) 5.210⇤⇤ 2.798⇤ 0.499 0.024 0.005 0.570 2.790⇤ 1.196

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01
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the dependent variables in Table 5 are coded so higher numbers indicate more discomfort,

coe�cients in Table 5 show that in treatments 5 though 8 (the four China/Taiwan treat-

ments), regardless of cue, respondents were more uncomfortable with military intervention

than respondents in treatments 1 through 4 (the four Iran/neighboring-pro-Western-Ally

treatments), or with diplomatic mediation in most other treatment groups. Because this is

true for the China/Taiwan treatments regardless of cue – there was little variance between

the nuclear weapons, economic interdependence, both, and combinations of cues — respon-

dents were more uncomfortable with either military intervention or diplomatic mediation of

any form vis-a-vi a potential conflict involving China and Taiwan. On the other hand, re-

spondents were more likely to be comfortable with military intervention by the United States

to prevent or disarm a potential conflict involving Iran and a neighboring pro-Western ally,

and more likely to encourage the President of the United States, their members of Congress,

or the Secretary of State to intervene militarily in hopes of preventing or disarming a po-

tential conflict involving Iran and it’s neighbor. These coe�cients were negative, indicating

respondents were more comfortable than uncomfortable, though they did not reach levels of

standard statistical significance.

Respondents could feel less inhibited regarding intervention with Iran for many reasons.

They may feel the United States has less to lose engaging with Iran than with China,

as has been argued in the literature. Alternatively, and in line with my hypothesis, the

Muslim/Islamic religious theology of Iran could leave respondents, all of whom are American

and the majority of whom are Christian, less afraid of China than of Iran, and therefore less

comfortable engaging with China — who they do not fear. As I predict that a causal factor

preventing war between the United States and China is a lack of a religious component to the

animosity between the United States and China, Table 5, at the least, shows that exposure to

the religious theology cues (only present in the four Iran treatments) resulted in respondents

being more comfortable with military intervention and diplomatic mediation by the United

States — i.e. respondents being more militaristic or hawkish. Furthermore, Table 5 shows
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that exposure to cues with no religious theology (only present in the four China treatments)

resulted in respondents being less comfortable with military intervention and diplomatic

mediation by the United States — i.e. respondents being more dovish. Attempting to tease

the e↵ect out even more, in the next section I will introduce control variables.

Table 5: Intervention and Mediation DVs with control group as base level

Dependent variable:

ComfortMiliInt ComfortDipMed PrezMiliInt PrezDipMed

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TreatmentGroup1 0.009 0.236⇤ �0.191 0.127
(0.142) (0.139) (0.148) (0.145)

TreatmentGroup2 0.087 0.146 �0.041 �0.145
(0.142) (0.139) (0.148) (0.145)

TreatmentGroup3 0.033 0.137 �0.032 �0.001
(0.142) (0.139) (0.148) (0.145)

TreatmentGroup4 0.058 0.347⇤⇤ �0.133 0.074
(0.142) (0.139) (0.148) (0.146)

TreatmentGroup5 0.505⇤⇤⇤ 0.270⇤ 0.445⇤⇤⇤ 0.068
(0.141) (0.138) (0.147) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup6 0.396⇤⇤⇤ 0.369⇤⇤⇤ 0.249⇤ 0.043
(0.141) (0.138) (0.147) (0.145)

TreatmentGroup7 0.403⇤⇤⇤ 0.326⇤⇤ 0.328⇤⇤ 0.251⇤

(0.142) (0.139) (0.148) (0.145)

TreatmentGroup8 0.420⇤⇤⇤ 0.201 0.277⇤ 0.190
(0.143) (0.140) (0.149) (0.146)

Constant 3.309⇤⇤⇤ 1.818⇤⇤⇤ 3.555⇤⇤⇤ 2.118⇤⇤⇤

(0.100) (0.098) (0.105) (0.103)

Observations 994 994 994 994
R2 0.035 0.012 0.037 0.010
Adjusted R2 0.027 0.004 0.029 0.002
Residual Std. Error (df = 985) 1.052 1.030 1.097 1.078
F Statistic (df = 8; 985) 4.460⇤⇤⇤ 1.475 4.735⇤⇤⇤ 1.277

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01

6.4 Multivariate Regressions

I constructed multivariate OLS regressions including the same treatment group and inter-

vention and mediation independent and dependent variables, respectively, as Table 5, but
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adding nine control variables and one interaction25. This is located in Table 6. Like in Table

5, the control group is the base level here, as it serves in lieu of a pre-test because of the

research design, and the dependent variables are coded so higher numbers indicate more

discomfort. Very little changed for the treatment group IVs after introducing control vari-

ables26. Interpreting the coe�cients for the control variables, older respondents were more

uncomfortable with military intervention than younger ones, and likewise more comfortable

with diplomatic mediation than younger respondents27. Partisanship was very statistically

significant, with more conservative (and Republican) respondents more comfortable with

military intervention and more uncomfortable with diplomatic mediation than liberal (and

Democratic) respondents. As was education, at least for diplomatic mediation, where more

educated respondents were more comfortable with it than less educated respondents. Both

results for partisanship and education seem in line with common perceptions of the edu-

cated and liberals being more dovish than the less educated and conservative hawks. For

this reason, much of the e↵ect in this study may be driven by party, which also seems to

drive ideology and partisan public opinion. As leaders like President Obama are liberal,

educated, and more dovish than not, it is no wonder it has been Republicans like Mitt Rom-

ney and Donald Trump delivering tough talk on both China and Iran. Looking at other

control variables that often covary with partisanship and education, respondents who are

more likely to attend religious services are more comfortable with military intervention and

less comfortable with diplomatic mediation28. Respondents who are more nationalistic are

more comfortable with military intervention. Both of these too, like education and partisan

preferences, seem in line with common perceptions.

25Refer to the Appendix for three additional multivariate OLS regressions featuring two di↵erent interac-
tions, respectively.

26For treatment group 1, the comfort with diplomatic mediation coe�cient became insignificant.
27Perhaps this is because older respondents remember more wars than younger respondents, as young

respondents are less likely to remember World War II, the Korean War, the Vietnam War, the Persian Gulf
War, etc.

28In order to make the interaction term interpretable, the coding of the religiosity variable was reversed for
Table 6 only. This means, rather than begin coded most religious to least religious, like for all other analyses
in this paper, religiosity is coded here from least religious to most religious, still based on the frequency of
religious services attendance.
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Because testing the e↵ect of religious theology and how it moderates between fear of a

physical threat and likelihood of war between two states cannot be measured directly — social

desirability bias incentivizes respondents to seem less militaristic, hawkish, and religiously

intolerant towards the “other” — it must be measured indirectly. To do so I utilize interaction

e↵ects in my modeling. Interacting multiple combinations of variables like monotheism,

partisanship, nationalism, and religiosity results in only one interaction rising to a level of

statistical significance. Interacting monotheism and religiosity seems logical and intuitive,

as the United States is a majority Christian and monotheistic country. As China seems

closer ideologically to the United States than Iran, which is a majority Muslim country, the

interplay between monotheism and religiosity can induce people like so-called “God-fearing

Christians” to question Iran’s motives more than China, hold a more negative opinion of

Iran than China, and be more comfortable with military intervention against Iran than with

China. Interpreting the interaction coe�cients across models 1 and 2, as respondents become

more religious and (more) monotheistic, respondents are less comfortable with diplomatic

mediation. It is not entirely clear what these respondents prefer to diplomatic mediation,

as few alternatives exist besides military intervention. Though it seems respondents are

more uncomfortable with military intervention as they become more religious and (more)

monotheistic. But the monotheism term by itself is statistically insignificant from zero, and

the religiosity term by itself shows more religious respondents are more comfortable with

military intervention and less comfortable with diplomatic mediation. The potential for this

type of interaction e↵ect is a necessary precondition for the moderating e↵ect I hypothesize

to be accurate. More research studies are necessary though.

7 Discussion

This survey experiment has issue salience today, especially as Americans’ fears grow of

ISIS planning and carrying out additional attacks in the United States. In a bottom-up
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Table 6: Multivariate Regressions

Dependent variable:

ComfortMiliInt ComfortDipMed PrezMiliInt PrezDipMed

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TreatmentGroup1 0.025 0.202 �0.148 0.103
(0.138) (0.136) (0.144) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup2 0.111 0.144 0.014 �0.142
(0.138) (0.137) (0.144) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup3 0.090 0.090 0.049 �0.042
(0.138) (0.137) (0.144) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup4 0.069 0.318⇤⇤ �0.100 0.043
(0.139) (0.137) (0.145) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup5 0.514⇤⇤⇤ 0.236⇤ 0.487⇤⇤⇤ 0.046
(0.137) (0.136) (0.143) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup6 0.373⇤⇤⇤ 0.349⇤⇤ 0.243⇤ 0.023
(0.137) (0.136) (0.143) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup7 0.432⇤⇤⇤ 0.332⇤⇤ 0.374⇤⇤⇤ 0.254⇤

(0.138) (0.136) (0.144) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup8 0.440⇤⇤⇤ 0.185 0.321⇤⇤ 0.190
(0.139) (0.137) (0.145) (0.145)

Age 0.084⇤⇤⇤ �0.069⇤⇤ 0.032 �0.096⇤⇤⇤

(0.029) (0.028) (0.030) (0.030)

Gender �0.048 0.169⇤⇤ �0.091 0.112
(0.066) (0.066) (0.069) (0.069)

Race �0.081⇤⇤⇤ �0.029 �0.037 �0.015
(0.027) (0.027) (0.028) (0.028)

Education 0.019 �0.077⇤⇤⇤ 0.014 �0.082⇤⇤⇤

(0.026) (0.026) (0.027) (0.027)

Partisanship �0.055⇤⇤⇤ 0.075⇤⇤⇤ �0.074⇤⇤⇤ 0.071⇤⇤⇤

(0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020)

Monotheism �0.227 0.101 �0.085 �0.071
(0.157) (0.155) (0.164) (0.163)

RacialResentment 0.026 �0.016 0.041⇤⇤ �0.022
(0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020)

Religiosity �0.197⇤⇤⇤ 0.124⇤⇤ �0.203⇤⇤⇤ 0.037
(0.053) (0.052) (0.055) (0.055)

Nationalism �0.240⇤⇤⇤ 0.095 �0.262⇤⇤⇤ 0.032
(0.082) (0.081) (0.086) (0.085)

Monotheism*Religiosity 0.116⇤ �0.134⇤ 0.091 �0.021
(0.069) (0.068) (0.072) (0.072)

Constant 3.397⇤⇤⇤ 1.990⇤⇤⇤ 3.699⇤⇤⇤ 2.676⇤⇤⇤

(0.309) (0.305) (0.322) (0.321)

Observations 994 994 994 994
R2 0.104 0.063 0.104 0.052
Adjusted R2 0.088 0.046 0.088 0.034
Residual Std. Error (df = 975) 1.019 1.008 1.063 1.060
F Statistic (df = 18; 975) 6.318⇤⇤⇤ 3.666⇤⇤⇤ 6.305⇤⇤⇤ 2.948⇤⇤⇤

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.0125



framework of studying public opinion, these fears felt widely by the masses can filter up to,

and be heard by, ruling elites. The existence of fear, which I argue is moderated by religious

theology, may influence the likelihood of war when leaders seek to maintain calm at home

by engaging the enemies abroad the public fears most. On the other hand, lack of public

fear may influence the likelihood of war by constraining leaders29. According to a recent

poll, 64 percent of Americans would support military action against Iran if it violates the

recent Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action on its nuclear capabilities30 (CNN/ORC, 2015).

According to a separate poll, only 14 percent of Americans consider China an enemy of the

United States31 (Gallup, 2013). Added to the mix, 81 percent of Americans say ISIS or

radical Islamic terrorists associated with ISIS have the resources to execute an attack on

American soil32 (Agiesta, 2015). If my moderating hypothesis is correct, the widening public

fears against ISIS and radical Islamic groups will de-constrain leaders from engaging ISIS

forcefully. A majority of Americans, 53 percent, now say the United States should send

ground troops to Iraq and Syria to fight ISIS (Agiesta, 2015). If public fear also widened

against China, regardless of MAD or economic interdependence, leaders would feel intense

pressure to act. That pressure could lead to a MID, or at least a public confrontation33.

As President Donald Trump has promised tough action — liberally defined — towards

both China and Iran during his presidency, it may be worthwhile to execute this survey

experiment once again in mid-2017, comparing the results. This would serve as a further

robustness check. It would also be a fair way to judge whether Trump was able to move

public opinion vis-a-vi China and Iran, or if public opinion was able to move him. With

China in particular, if Trump began a trade war by instituting protectionist tari↵s, reactions

to particular treatment cues may change. With Iran in particular, if Trump reversed the

29Consider Maoz and Russett (1993)’s structural model of the democratic peace, pg.626.
30CNN/ORC poll conducted September 4-8, 2015. N=1012 adults nationwide.
31Gallup Poll conducted June 1-4, 2013. N=1529 adults nationwide.
32Bear in mind, this CNN/ORC poll was conducted before the Islamic extremism-inspired shooting in San

Bernardino, California on December 2, 2015.
33See Friedland and Merari (1985) and Long (1990) for work on how fear and anxiety place pressure on

elites to allay the fears of the citizenry.
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nuclear deal or instigated further conflict, reactions to particular treatment cues may change.

Given that the formation of public opinion on foreign policy can be influenced by religion,

and given that many groups likely to be most influenced by this will be empowered during the

Trump Administration, many of the hypotheticals detailed in the treatment group vignettes

could play out on the world stage. American politics can benefit from continuing this type

of study, as it sits at the apex of public opinion, domestic policy, and foreign policy. It also

makes clear that all three are intertwined, and should be studied as such.

Moving forward with survey and questionnaire design regarding the moderating e↵ect of

religious theology on war, scholars of public opinion in American politics and international

relations must develop a means of operationalizing and measuring this fear directly rather

than indirectly. Because it would be troublesome to ask respondents directly if the religious

theology of Iran makes them more likely to favor military intervention with Iran than with

China, a more straightforward measure — a more straightforward moderating variable —

would avoid the inherent di�culties of interpreting numerous interaction coe�cients or the

necessity of combining questions to draw inferences from. What this new straightforward

measure is though remains a mystery.

8 Author’s Note
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9 Appendices

9.1 Vignettes

Treatment Group 1: Earlier this week, the United States became aware of military ten-

sions between Iran and a neighboring pro-Western ally of the United States. Iran has threat-

ened to act of territorial claims against this neighboring pro-Western state, a sovereign state.

There is great debate among members of Congress, the president, the State Department, as

well as in the media, on whether or not the United States should intervene to mitigate or

prevent the conflict. On the one hand, many say the United States must show leadership and

fortitude, as other states in the world community will spring into action accordingly if the

United States encourages and actively supports intervention. On the other hand, many note

the United States should show more restraint with Iran, as Iran actively supports groups like

Hezbollah, which are able to make radical Islamic threats to the United States. Additionally,

Iran is currently developing nuclear weapons. Intervention could provoke a reaction. Fur-

thermore, Iran’s economy, which has just rebounded, has benefited from peacetime trade.

The President of the United States will be addressing a gathering of the United Nations

Security Council later this week.

Treatment Group 2: Earlier this week, the United States became aware of military ten-

sions between Iran and a neighboring pro-Western ally of the United States. Iran has threat-

ened to act of territorial claims against this neighboring pro-Western state, a sovereign state.

There is great debate among members of Congress, the president, the State Department, as

well as in the media, on whether or not the United States should intervene to mitigate or

prevent the conflict. On the one hand, many say the United States must show leadership and

fortitude, as other states in the world community will spring into action accordingly if the

United States encourages and actively supports intervention. On the other hand, many note

the United States should show more restraint with Iran, as Iran actively supports groups like

Hezbollah, which are able to make radical Islamic threats to the United States. Additionally,
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Iran is currently developing nuclear weapons. Intervention could provoke a reaction. The

President of the United States will be addressing a gathering of the United Nations Security

Council later this week.

Treatment Group 3: Earlier this week, the United States became aware of military ten-

sions between Iran and a neighboring pro-Western ally of the United States. Iran has threat-

ened to act of territorial claims against this neighboring pro-Western state, a sovereign state.

There is great debate among members of Congress, the president, the State Department, as

well as in the media, on whether or not the United States should intervene to mitigate or

prevent the conflict. On the one hand, many say the United States must show leadership and

fortitude, as other states in the world community will spring into action accordingly if the

United States encourages and actively supports intervention. On the other hand, many note

the United States should show more restraint with Iran, as Iran actively supports groups

like Hezbollah, which are able to make radical Islamic threats to the United States. Inter-

vention could provoke a reaction. Furthermore, Iran’s economy, which has just rebounded,

has benefited from peacetime trade. The President of the United States will be addressing

a gathering of the United Nations Security Council later this week.

Treatment Group 4: Earlier this week, the United States became aware of military ten-

sions between Iran and a neighboring pro-Western ally of the United States. Iran has threat-

ened to act of territorial claims against this neighboring pro-Western state, a sovereign state.

There is great debate among members of Congress, the president, the State Department, as

well as in the media, on whether or not the United States should intervene to mitigate or

prevent the conflict. On the one hand, many say the United States must show leadership and

fortitude, as other states in the world community will spring into action accordingly if the

United States encourages and actively supports intervention. On the other hand, many note

the United States should show more restraint with Iran, as Iran actively supports groups like

Hezbollah, which are able to make radical Islamic threats to the United States. Intervention

could provoke a reaction. The President of the United States will be addressing a gathering
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of the United Nations Security Council later this week.

Treatment Group 5: Earlier this week, the United States became aware of military ten-

sions between China and Taiwan. China has threatened to act on territorial claims against

Taiwan, a sovereign state. There is great debate among members of Congress, the president,

and the State Department, as well as in the media, on whether or not the United States

should intervene to mitigate or prevent the conflict. On the one hand, many say the United

States must show leadership and fortitude, as other states in the world community will spring

into action accordingly if the United States encourages and actively supports intervention.

On the other hand, many note the United States should show more restraint with China, as

Chinese civilization has been shaped by generations of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Tao-

ism, all folksy religions. Also, China and the United States trade more than any two other

countries. Nevertheless, China possesses a large stockpile of nuclear weapons. Intervention

could provoke a reaction. The President of the United States will be addressing a gathering

of the United Nations Security Council later this week.

Treatment Group 6: Earlier this week, the United States became aware of military ten-

sions between China and Taiwan. China has threatened to act on territorial claims against

Taiwan, a sovereign state. There is great debate among members of Congress, the president,

and the State Department, as well as in the media, on whether or not the United States

should intervene to mitigate or prevent the conflict. On the one hand, many say the United

States must show leadership and fortitude, as other states in the world community will spring

into action accordingly if the United States encourages and actively supports intervention.

On the other hand, many note the United States should show more restraint with China, as

Chinese civilization has been shaped by generations of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Tao-

ism, all folksy religions. Nevertheless, China possesses a large stockpile of nuclear weapons.

Intervention could provoke a reaction. The President of the United States will be addressing

a gathering of the United Nations Security Council later this week.

Treatment Group 7: Earlier this week, the United States became aware of military ten-
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sions between China and Taiwan. China has threatened to act on territorial claims against

Taiwan, a sovereign state. There is great debate among members of Congress, the president,

and the State Department, as well as in the media, on whether or not the United States

should intervene to mitigate or prevent the conflict. On the one hand, many say the United

States must show leadership and fortitude, as other states in the world community will spring

into action accordingly if the United States encourages and actively supports intervention.

On the other hand, many note the United States should show more restraint with China, as

Chinese civilization has been shaped by generations of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Tao-

ism, all folksy religions. Also, China and the United States trade more than any two other

countries. The President of the United States will be addressing a gathering of the United

Nations Security Council later this week.

Treatment Group 8: Earlier this week, the United States became aware of military ten-

sions between China and Taiwan. China has threatened to act on territorial claims against

Taiwan, a sovereign state. There is great debate among members of Congress, the president,

and the State Department, as well as in the media, on whether or not the United States

should intervene to mitigate or prevent the conflict. On the one hand, many say the United

States must show leadership and fortitude, as other states in the world community will spring

into action accordingly if the United States encourages and actively supports intervention.

On the other hand, many note the United States should show more restraint with China, as

Chinese civilization has been shaped by generations of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Tao-

ism, all folksy religions. The President of the United States will be addressing a gathering

of the United Nations Security Council later this week.

Control Group: Earlier this week, the United States became aware of military tensions

between a state and another state. State A has threatened to act on territorial claims against

State B, a sovereign state. There is great debate among members of Congress, the president,

and the State Department, as well as in the media, on whether or not the United States

should intervene to mitigate or prevent the conflict. On the one hand, many say the United
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States must show leadership and fortitude, as other states in the world community will spring

into action accordingly if the United States encourages and actively supports intervention.

On the other hand, many note the United States should show more restraint with State A

and its actions. Intervention could provoke a reaction. The President of the United States

will be addressing a gathering of the United Nations Security Council later this week.

9.2 Survey Questionnaire

Q1 - Please select your current age from the ranges provided:

• Under 18 (1)

• 18 - 24 (2)

• 25 - 34 (3)

• 35 - 44 (4)

• 45 - 54 (5)

• 55 - 64 (6)

• 65 - 74 (7)

• 75 - 84 (8)

• 85 or older (9)

Q2 - Please indicate your gender:

• Male (1)

• Female (2)

Q3 - Please indicate your race:

• White/Caucasian (1)

• African American (2)

• Hispanic (3)

• Asian (4)

• Native American (5)

• Pacific Islander (6)
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• Other (7)

Q4 - Please indicate the current level of education you have obtained:

• Less than high school (1)

• High school graduate (2)

• Some college (3)

• 2 year degree (4)

• 4 year degree (5)

• Professional degree (6)

• Doctorate (7)

Q5 - Please indicate your partisan preference:

• Liberal Democrat (1)

• Moderate Democrat (2)

• Conservative Democrat (3)

• Independent (4)

• Liberal Republican (5)

• Moderate Republican (6)

• Conservative Republican (7)

Q6 - Are you an adherent of a monotheistic religion?

• Yes (1)

• No (0)

Q7 - In general, how often do you attend religious services?

• Daily (1)

• Weekly (2)

• Monthly (3)

• Occasionally (4)

• Never (5)
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Q8 - Please drag the slider towards the statement that most reflects your beliefs: “America
is the greatest country in the world” (1) or “America is one great country among others”
(0).
Please access whether you agree or disagree with the following four statements, and to what
extent:
Q9 - R1 - “Over the past few years, blacks have gotten less than they deserve.”

• Agree strongly (1)

• Agree somewhat (2)

• Neither agree nor disagree (3)

• Disagree somewhat (4)

• Disagree strongly (5)

Q10 - R2 - “Irish, Italian, Jewish, and many other minorities overcame prejudice and worked
their way up. Blacks should do the same without any special favors.”

• Agree strongly (1)

• Agree somewhat (2)

• Neither agree nor disagree (3)

• Disagree somewhat (4)

• Disagree strongly (5)

Q11 - R3 - “It’s really a matter of some people not trying hard enough; if blacks would only
try harder they could be just as well o↵ as whites.”

• Agree strongly (1)

• Agree somewhat (2)

• Neither agree nor disagree (3)

• Disagree somewhat (4)

• Disagree strongly (5)

Q12 - R4 - “Generations of slavery and discrimination have created conditions that make
it di�cult for blacks to work their way out of the lower class.”

• Agree strongly (1)

• Agree somewhat (2)

• Neither agree nor disagree (3)
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• Disagree somewhat (4)

• Disagree strongly (5)

Q13a - The story you just read is about:

• the French and Indian War (1)

• the 2008 presidential election (2)

• Military tensions between two states (3)

• An overture to the British government (4)

Q14a - On a 100-point feeling thermometer, with 1 being the lowest and 100 being the
highest, what is your opinion of State A after reading the brief description of this conflict?

Q15a - Do you believe State A is exhibiting acceptable behavior?

• Extremely acceptable (1)

• Somewhat acceptable (2)

• Neither acceptable nor unacceptable (3)

• Somewhat unacceptable (4)

• Extremely unacceptable (5)

Q16a - On a 100-point feeling thermometer, with 1 being the lowest and 100 being the
highest, what is your opinion of State B after reading the brief description of this conflict?

Q17a - Do you believe State B is deserving of the behavior directed towards it?

• Yes (1)

• No (2)

Q13b - The story you just read is about:

• the French and Indian War (1)

• the 2008 presidential election (2)

• Military tensions between two states (China and Taiwan) (3)

• An overture to the British government (4)

Q14b - On a 100-point feeling thermometer, with 1 being the lowest and 100 being the
highest, what is your opinion of China after reading the brief description of this conflict?

Q15b - Do you believe China is exhibiting acceptable behavior?
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• Extremely acceptable (1)

• Somewhat acceptable (2)

• Neither acceptable nor unacceptable (3)

• Somewhat unacceptable (4)

• Extremely unacceptable (5)

Q16b - On a 100-point feeling thermometer, with 1 being the lowest and 100 being the
highest, what is your opinion of Taiwan after reading the brief description of this conflict?

Q17b - Do you believe Taiwan is deserving of the behavior directed towards it?

• Yes (1)

• No (2)

Q13c - The story you just read is about:

• the French and Indian War (1)

• the 2008 presidential election (2)

• Military tensions between two states (Iran and a neighbor) (3)

• An overture to the British government (4)

Q14c - On a 100-point feeling thermometer, with 1 being the lowest and 100 being the
highest, what is your opinion of Iran after reading the brief description of this conflict?

Q15c - Do you believe Iran is exhibiting acceptable behavior?

• Extremely acceptable (1)

• Somewhat acceptable (2)

• Neither acceptable nor unacceptable (3)

• Somewhat unacceptable (4)

• Extremely unacceptable (5)

Q16c - On a 100-point feeling thermometer, with 1 being the lowest and 100 being the high-
est, what is your opinion of a neighboring pro-Western ally after reading the brief description
of this conflict?

Q17c - Do you believe a neighboring pro-Western ally is deserving of the behavior directed
towards it?

• Yes (1)
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• No (2)

Q18 - How comfortable would you be with military intervention by the United States to
prevent or disarm this potential conflict?

• Very Comfortable (1)

• Comfortable (2)

• Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable (3)

• Uncomfortable (4)

• Very Uncomfortable (5)

Q19 - How comfortable would you be with diplomatic mediation by the United States to
prevent or disarm this potential conflict?

• Very comfortable (1)

• Comfortable (2)

• Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable (3)

• Uncomfortable (4)

• Very uncomfortable (5)

Q20 - How likely would you be to encourage the President of the United States, your
members of Congress, or the Secretary of State to intervene militarily in hopes of preventing
or disarming this potential conflict?

• Very Likely (1)

• Likely (2)

• Undecided (3)

• Unlikely (4)

• Very Unlikely (5)

Q21 - How likely would you be to encourage the President of the United States, your mem-
bers of Congress, or the Secretary of State to mediate diplomatically in hopes of preventing
or disarming this potential conflict?

• Very Likely (1)

• Likely (2)

• Undecided (3)

• Unlikely (4)

• Very Unlikely (5)
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9.3 Supplemental Feeling Thermometer Bivariate Regressions

Table 7: Feeling thermometers for non-control treatment groups

Dependent variable:

China Taiwan Iran NPWA

Q14b Q16b Q14c Q16c

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TreatmentGroup6 �4.433⇤ 2.155
(2.431) (2.337)

TreatmentGroup7 �3.271 3.466
(2.437) (2.343)

TreatmentGroup8 �5.945⇤⇤ 3.992⇤

(2.460) (2.365)

TreatmentGroup2 �8.432⇤⇤⇤ �0.875
(2.814) (2.721)

TreatmentGroup3 �0.675 �1.199
(2.814) (2.721)

TreatmentGroup4 �3.166 �0.458
(2.826) (2.734)

Constant 42.478⇤⇤⇤ 57.354⇤⇤⇤ 31.918⇤⇤⇤ 60.073⇤⇤⇤

(1.715) (1.649) (1.994) (1.928)

Observations 443 443 441 441
R2 0.014 0.008 0.025 0.0005
Adjusted R2 0.008 0.001 0.018 �0.006
Residual Std. Error 18.236 (df = 439) 17.531 (df = 439) 20.913 (df = 437) 20.226 (df = 437)
F Statistic 2.126⇤ (df = 3; 439) 1.144 (df = 3; 439) 3.708⇤⇤ (df = 3; 437) 0.073 (df = 3; 437)

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01

9.4 Supplimental Multivariate Regressions Tables
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Table 8: Redo of Table 5 with Religiosity as Dummy instead of Ordinal

Dependent variable:

ComfortMiliInt ComfortDipMed PrezMiliInt PrezDipMed

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TreatmentGroup1 0.025 0.205 �0.145 0.107
(0.139) (0.136) (0.145) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup2 0.110 0.141 0.024 �0.138
(0.139) (0.137) (0.145) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup3 0.078 0.093 0.045 �0.036
(0.139) (0.137) (0.145) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup4 0.066 0.308⇤⇤ �0.096 0.041
(0.139) (0.137) (0.146) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup5 0.493⇤⇤⇤ 0.235⇤ 0.469⇤⇤⇤ 0.049
(0.138) (0.136) (0.144) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup6 0.378⇤⇤⇤ 0.357⇤⇤⇤ 0.255⇤ 0.031
(0.138) (0.136) (0.144) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup7 0.429⇤⇤⇤ 0.332⇤⇤ 0.374⇤⇤⇤ 0.259⇤

(0.138) (0.136) (0.145) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup8 0.416⇤⇤⇤ 0.192 0.303⇤⇤ 0.194
(0.140) (0.137) (0.146) (0.144)

Age 0.084⇤⇤⇤ �0.068⇤⇤ 0.033 �0.096⇤⇤⇤

(0.029) (0.028) (0.030) (0.030)

Gender �0.048 0.160⇤⇤ �0.094 0.103
(0.067) (0.066) (0.070) (0.069)

Race �0.086⇤⇤⇤ �0.029 �0.041 �0.014
(0.027) (0.027) (0.029) (0.028)

Education 0.016 �0.078⇤⇤⇤ 0.012 �0.082⇤⇤⇤

(0.026) (0.026) (0.028) (0.027)

Partisanship �0.062⇤⇤⇤ 0.074⇤⇤⇤ �0.081⇤⇤⇤ 0.071⇤⇤⇤

(0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020)

Monotheism �0.176 �0.050 0.058 �0.054
(0.138) (0.136) (0.144) (0.143)

Racial Resentment 0.030 �0.017 0.046⇤⇤ �0.021
(0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020)

ReligiosityDummy �0.232⇤⇤ 0.249⇤⇤⇤ �0.194⇤ 0.144
(0.097) (0.095) (0.101) (0.100)

Nationalism �0.236⇤⇤⇤ 0.094 �0.258⇤⇤⇤ 0.028
(0.083) (0.081) (0.086) (0.085)

Monotheism*ReligiosityDummy 0.183 �0.227 �0.041 �0.127
(0.169) (0.166) (0.176) (0.175)

Constant 3.178⇤⇤⇤ 2.123⇤⇤⇤ 3.446⇤⇤⇤ 2.684⇤⇤⇤

(0.299) (0.294) (0.312) (0.309)

Observations 994 994 994 994
R2 0.094 0.064 0.093 0.053
Adjusted R2 0.078 0.047 0.076 0.036
Residual Std. Error (df = 975) 1.024 1.008 1.070 1.060
F Statistic (df = 18; 975) 5.651⇤⇤⇤ 3.733⇤⇤⇤ 5.533⇤⇤⇤ 3.036⇤⇤⇤

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.0139



Table 9: Interacting Partisanship and Monotheism

Dependent variable:

ComfortMiliInt ComfortDipMed PrezMiliInt PrezDipMed

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TreatmentGroup1 0.029 0.202 �0.150 0.104
(0.138) (0.137) (0.144) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup2 0.124 0.133 0.018 �0.143
(0.138) (0.137) (0.144) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup3 0.102 0.080 0.054 �0.043
(0.138) (0.137) (0.144) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup4 0.080 0.318⇤⇤ �0.106 0.044
(0.139) (0.137) (0.145) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup5 0.523⇤⇤⇤ 0.231⇤ 0.486⇤⇤⇤ 0.046
(0.138) (0.136) (0.143) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup6 0.379⇤⇤⇤ 0.351⇤⇤ 0.237⇤ 0.024
(0.138) (0.136) (0.143) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup7 0.445⇤⇤⇤ 0.327⇤⇤ 0.372⇤⇤⇤ 0.254⇤

(0.138) (0.136) (0.144) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup8 0.442⇤⇤⇤ 0.191 0.311⇤⇤ 0.192
(0.139) (0.138) (0.145) (0.145)

Age 0.082⇤⇤⇤ �0.068⇤⇤ 0.033 �0.096⇤⇤⇤

(0.029) (0.029) (0.030) (0.030)

Gender �0.055 0.174⇤⇤⇤ �0.092 0.112
(0.066) (0.066) (0.069) (0.069)

Race �0.080⇤⇤⇤ �0.032 �0.034 �0.015
(0.027) (0.027) (0.029) (0.028)

Education 0.019 �0.078⇤⇤⇤ 0.014 �0.082⇤⇤⇤

(0.026) (0.026) (0.027) (0.027)

Partisanship �0.053⇤⇤ 0.096⇤⇤⇤ �0.102⇤⇤⇤ 0.076⇤⇤⇤

(0.026) (0.025) (0.027) (0.027)

Monotheism 0.005 0.010 �0.123 �0.070
(0.151) (0.149) (0.157) (0.157)

Racial Resentment 0.030 �0.020 0.043⇤⇤ �0.023
(0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020)

Religiosity 0.129⇤⇤⇤ �0.050 0.154⇤⇤⇤ �0.026
(0.035) (0.034) (0.036) (0.036)

Nationalism �0.245⇤⇤⇤ 0.097 �0.260⇤⇤⇤ 0.032
(0.082) (0.081) (0.086) (0.085)

Partisanship*Monotheism �0.002 �0.049 0.062 �0.012
(0.037) (0.036) (0.038) (0.038)

Constant 2.480⇤⇤⇤ 2.371⇤⇤⇤ 2.763⇤⇤⇤ 2.839⇤⇤⇤

(0.342) (0.339) (0.357) (0.356)

Observations 994 994 994 994
R2 0.102 0.061 0.105 0.052
Adjusted R2 0.085 0.044 0.089 0.034
Residual Std. Error (df = 975) 1.020 1.009 1.063 1.060
F Statistic (df = 18; 975) 6.144⇤⇤⇤ 3.546⇤⇤⇤ 6.370⇤⇤⇤ 2.949⇤⇤⇤

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.0140



Table 10: Interacting Religiosity and Nationalism

Dependent variable:

ComfortMiliInt ComfortDipMed PrezMiliInt PrezDipMed

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TreatmentGroup1 0.028 0.198 �0.146 0.103
(0.138) (0.137) (0.144) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup2 0.124 0.129 0.024 �0.145
(0.138) (0.137) (0.144) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup3 0.102 0.078 0.058 �0.044
(0.138) (0.137) (0.144) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup4 0.079 0.307⇤⇤ �0.092 0.041
(0.139) (0.137) (0.145) (0.144)

TreatmentGroup5 0.523⇤⇤⇤ 0.226⇤ 0.493⇤⇤⇤ 0.045
(0.138) (0.136) (0.143) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup6 0.380⇤⇤⇤ 0.343⇤⇤ 0.248⇤ 0.022
(0.137) (0.136) (0.143) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup7 0.444⇤⇤⇤ 0.318⇤⇤ 0.383⇤⇤⇤ 0.252⇤

(0.138) (0.136) (0.144) (0.143)

TreatmentGroup8 0.443⇤⇤⇤ 0.184 0.323⇤⇤ 0.189
(0.139) (0.138) (0.145) (0.145)

Age 0.082⇤⇤⇤ �0.067⇤⇤ 0.031 �0.096⇤⇤⇤

(0.029) (0.029) (0.030) (0.030)

Gender �0.055 0.178⇤⇤⇤ �0.096 0.113
(0.066) (0.066) (0.069) (0.069)

Race �0.080⇤⇤⇤ �0.031 �0.037 �0.015
(0.027) (0.027) (0.029) (0.028)

Education 0.019 �0.077⇤⇤⇤ 0.014 �0.082⇤⇤⇤

(0.026) (0.026) (0.027) (0.027)

Partisanship �0.054⇤⇤⇤ 0.073⇤⇤⇤ �0.073⇤⇤⇤ 0.071⇤⇤⇤

(0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020)

Monotheism �0.002 �0.160⇤⇤ 0.091 �0.111
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